TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

2X-833

WALK THROUGH METAL DETECTOR
SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
\\ Ports

\\ Hotels

\\ Airports

\\ Commercial governments

\\ Train stations

\\ Banks

\\ Hospitals

The 2X-833 is a leader in its class and offers security operators
a reliable system for use in various operational environments.
Ease of use and installation make the 2X-833 WTMD the perfect
choice for any security check point.
\\

The independent zone indicator lights on both sides of the of
each panel provide the means to identify the height, left and
right locations for one or more objects passing through the
archway

\\

7” colour LCD touch sensitive screen, infrared remote
control. LED and adjustable audible sound alarms. LED
indicators on both sides to indicate the position of the threat.

\\

33 detection zones, simultaneous alarm from multiple zones,
each zone is adjustable with 999 sensitivity levels

\\

Analyses targets across a broad range of frequencies for
greater accuracy and reduced alarms

\\

Omnidirectional detection, transmitters on each side to allow
scanning from both sides		

\\

Automatic passenger counts an alarm times, can be
customised to 36 zones

\\

100 frequencies options for positioning multiple units can be
installed within 400mm of each other. 30 pre-set programs
for various security application

\\

Smooth, efficient traffic flow with easy to view, eye level
indicators with wait and proceed symbols on each side of the
archway
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TECHNICAL DATA
Zones

33 Programmable zones. Can be customised to 36

Control unit

7” LCD colour screen touch pad, infra-red remote control and tamper alarm

Diagnostics

Complete and automatic

Sensitivity

Sensitivity adjustable, each zone has 999 sensitivity levels

Alarms

Alarm volume range level 0-9
Alarm range level 1-9
PASS and ALARM count up to 99999

Battery option

4-8 hours backup available

Programmes

30 pre-set application for security

Weatherproofing

Meets IP55, IP65

Standard internal size

Width 700mm
Height 2010mm
Depth 500mm

Standard external size

Width 800mm
Height 2200mm
Depth 580mm

Temperatures

Operating -20C to +50C
Storage -40C to 70c
Humidity to 95% non-condensing

Power supply

AC85V-264V, 47.5-60Hz, >15W

Shipping weight

67kgs

Assembly

Easy 8 screws assembly and installation

Warranty

24 months limited parts/labour
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